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iiBSTRACT 

ELFA is a SuprrconducCng Electron Laser Facility plan 
ned to operate in the high gain single pass FEL amplifier 
(!ompton regime in the range 30-300 CMz with peak power 
in excess of 100 MW. The peak power and frequency range, 
not accrssiblc to normal Rlvstrons, have been chosen to t,est 
the feasibility of an FEL, with short pulses as an RF source 
for higIl gradient accelerating structures. The fundamental 
~CGJ of ELFA is to prove the rxisterrcr of the Superradiant 
Hegime of an I’EL. A 10 MeV electron beam with peak cm- 
~111. of 400 X and slri)rt bunches (200 ps) will be produced 
by a photocathode injector (3 MeV) followed by a supercon- 
drrct.irrg l,inac (a single modtrle of the 352 MHZ LEP-II CRY- 
ilies). A t,wo icction wiggler (hybrid anti electrornagtlc”tic) 
is necessary ttr provide the high extraction eficienry. By 
pr,>perly timing the e.m. s&ion of the wiggler: the recently 
proposed supcrrailiant emission of higher order harmonic ra- 
diation could Ire tlernonstratad. Tire project is support,ed I)y 
IN FN at~d t 11~7 tirral rlcsign of t.hr photocathode, injector anti 
wiggler is expected to be cvtnpletrd by the end of this year. 

J,~I~rtroduction and C&neral Outline 

ELFA ’ is a project which intends tv exploil, the capabil- 
ities and the flexibility of the FEL as a source of tunable. 
coherent. high peak-power radiat.ion centered on 100 GHz 
(3 mm) with the possibility 6)f t,urling from 30 to 3000 C:IIz. 
This ~rojrct has borh fundamental and technological novel 
goals. l‘rc~m tlrr FEL plrysics viewpoint, ELFA will test tile 
existence of three difYerrn1 lrigh-gain regimes rvit,h short rlec- 
trorr pulses, n:itrr+lp Steady-State. Weak and Strong Super- 
radiance, the two latter regimes never observed and the first 
01ic only with veary long pulses 2. A beautiful and mliquc fea- 
turr of the EI,F.4 project is the possibility to test all these 
liiglr-gain regimes with essentially the same txperinrental set 
up, simply by varying the height h (the vertical transverse 

dimension) in a rect.angular waveguide and correspondingly 
tuning the electron beam energy. From the technological 
viewpoint, ELFA will explore the matching of the advanced 
technologies of high-gain FEL’s with the short bunch RF ar- 
celeration and photocathode injection with very high peak 
current and the composite wiggler. Sessler et al3 have rc- 
cently revaluated t.he FEL compared with thr relativistic 
Klystron. Hence it is necessary to st.udy experimentally what 
can be obtained from the European technology of S.C. c-xv- 
ities in this field. ELFA intends to start this activity. First 
of all, it is necessary to prove that the short pulse high gain 
FEl, regime works. Once this first basic experimental st,ep 
is demonstrated, then the pulse energy eventually call be in- 
creased, OIL the line of Amaldi l’ellegrini proposal’. A gel,- 
era1 layout of the experimental apparatus is shown in l’ig.1, 
and a set of basic parameters for ELFA is reported in ‘I’a 
ble I. The ELFA accelerator will provide a 400 A -10 MeI’ 
electron beam. Its basic components will be a photocath- 
ode injector and one suprrcollductixIK &cell LEP II module 
operating at 352 MHz. ‘1’1 re accelerat.ion system is discussed 
in detail in a separate contribution to these proceedings s. 
The wiggler will be composed joining up two sections : a 
hybrid wiggler and an electromagnetic (e.m.) one. The e.m. 
wiggler will allow for tapering. The analysis of the wiggler 
for ELFA is the object of another contribution to these Pro- 
ceedings 6. From t,he feasibility study we recently obtained 
a relevant upgrading in the electron beam emit,tance so that 
ELFA could amplificate radiation not only in the microwave 
range, but also well into the IR. Actually, with a normal- 
ized rmittance, c,,r - 4 x 10d4 mrad, from the inequality 
r,tr 5.; 7X/2a one gets as a limit on att,ainable wavelength, 
X 1 0.1 mm. Moreover. by lowering the electron pulse cur- 
rent, the etnittanre and thus the radiation waveletlgt,h could 
be further lowered. IR operation should require a change of 
t.he gap of the wiggler, with minor modification of the whole 
accelerating structure. This result can greatly extend the 
application range planned for EI,FA. e.g. in t,hc direction of 
condensed matter physics. 

INJECTOR 4 CELL LEP II MODULE HYBRID + E. M. WIGGLER 
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Fig.1 ELFA layout. 
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Table 2 
Tablel: Basic Parameters for ELFA 
- ----- --- 

Beam Parameters I = 400 A 
E = 7-10 Me17 
t, = 5 x 1O-4 m rad 

i A?/? ‘” 1% 
Lb N 6 cm 

Wiggler Parameters A, = 12 cm 
B, = 3.6 KG 
,?& = 6 m 

gap = 3.6 cm 

Radiation Parameters X, = 3 mm 
PO = 20 W 

Waveguide a = 5rm 
b = 1; 1.5; 3 cm 

1 Three Dvnaruicd Reaimcs For A High-Gain FEL G > I 

2.gsic FEL Physics with the ELF~.~.~~eczc~ 

In ELFA the FEL is configured as a single-pass amplifier 
operating in the high-gain Compton regime using short. elec- 
tron buriches (6 cm) provided by a Superconducting Linac. 
n’ith short bunches we can exploit the slippage effects, since 
I hr tliflerence betw-rrn the electron velocitv and the radiat.ion 
group velocity becomes relevant : according to the theor> 
developed by R. Ronifacio and coworkers’, three dynamical 
regimes can occur in an FEI, depending on the values of the 
unsaturated gain parameter G, slippagr parameter S, and 
superradiant parameter li, defined as 

G = 4xpN,(l - S/2) > 1 

where N, is the wiggler period number, X, is the radiation 
wavelength, Lb the bunch length L, = X,(1 X)/47rp(l 
X,/2) is the cooperation length, B is the waveguide paraIn- 
eter defined in the interval 0 5 .X 5: 1 ’ ; in a rectangular 
waveguide with height b for operation in the TEol mode 
X :-: X,X,,/4b2 and p is the iundamental FEL parameterY 

ad+ P=L 4ch c ) 213 
(1 x/2)-“6 

YP IL 

2 
?P = 

(1 i- d)L~ 

2X,(1 - X/2) 

This expression fixes the resonance energy in the range 7-10 
MeV deprndillg on the value of b. In t.he definitions above, 
k,, is the wiggler wavenumber, CL,, is the wiggler paralm- 
ter, tip the c#ectivc plasma frequency and ,r the rlectroll 
rewndnt rnergv. The three dynamical regimei arc tllc \~(a11 
known Steadg-UState (SS) t.epiul(‘. and the twsl.) II~IV~~I rcgilur,-. 
of Strong ancl 1Veak Superradianc? with peak inlerlziti+ !)~1- 
portional to the square of t.lrr electron dc1lsit.v’ “I. ‘I’hc cq>u 
ditions for the observation of thr three regimes are shawl: ill 
Table 2. Thcs experimental parameters of Table 1 have been 
fixed according t.o Table 2. The SS regime has liern alr~arlj 
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observed with long electron pulses from au induction Iinac”. 
In that case the propagation effects were negligible; in ELFA 
the slippage is controlled with the waveguide, so that the SS 
regime is observable with short pulses. Numerical results 
showing the emitted power versus the longitudinal coordi- 
nate L are reported in Fig.2 (Steady State), Fig.3 (Strong 
Superradiance on resonance), Fig.4 (Strong Superradiance 
with detuning) and Fig.5 (Weak Superradiance). Since Su- 
perradiance is a phenomenon of collective spontaneous emis- 
sion, and not stimulated emission (as SS), it does not depend 
on resonance; on the contrary, it is more efficient out of res- 
onance where the steady-stat.e instability does not degrade 
the rlcrtron mrrgy distrihuti0ti: iis S!~I~WII bg. ccmparisr~~~ of 
Figs. 3 and 4. 
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Fig.2 Steady State regime: output power vs the longit.udinal 
coordinate z (b = 1 cm, ?r 7 18.4). 
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Fig.3 Strong Superradiance 011 resonance: ou:put powcl 
YS time (b -I 1.5 cm, y,, = 15.2). 
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Fig.4 Strong Superradiance with detuning: output power 
vs time (b = 1.5 cm, yy = 15.2, 30 = 17). 
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Fig.5 Weak Superradiance: output. power vs time (h :: 3 
cm, y7 - 13.9). 

In order t.o test t,hr proposed superradiant emission OII 
Ik3rm&rs” it is enoue;h t,o arrive close to saturation in the 
first. wiggler and thrn,-instead of tapering, tune the secon,d 
wiggler of ELFA on the n-th harmonic. To do that it 1s 
e.uOtt~h to fix the wigglrr strengt.h in t.he second wiggler a(‘-. 
cordiGg t,o the formula. 

nw2 = ,i!d2& ~ 1. 
71 

provided that 71 i (1 + ai,, ) For example, with a,, = 2.85 
iis ill I:,LFA, oue gets, for 71 -= 2, nuL 2 2 ,i.e., H, E 2.5 Ii-C: 
and, for 71 : 3; nu,z ” 1.4 and B,, -.. 1.X KG. lf this cxpcr- 
inlent ih successful. it will he a test in view of su])errallia;ll 
gcllcaratiolr (C c,ll?rcnt Spoilt itI1CuOS Emission! oi‘ hilr111c~liic 
~arli;it.is,rl it) tlkr X1\‘, whew tltr contlitiotli 01) l,c-;inl cll~alil~ 
are 11llic11 1n0ir rr>slrictive. 

3. ConclusioIls 

C!.S.E. on higher harmonics with a two-wiggler technique. 
Finally, the experimental study of the high gain FEL scaling 
laws, lethargy, fluctuation and spectral properties at long 
wavelength can be a preliminary step necessary before go- 
ing to more difficult and expensive UV experiments. For 
its range of frequency, power and energy, ELFA looks par- 
ticularly interesting for applications to study high gradient 
acceleration structures and condensed matter physics. A 
possible extension of the operation range from microwaves 
to IR has been also discussed. 

The conceptual design of injector and accelerator has been 
completed in a collaboration with Los Alamos and the final 
definition of the main components of the accelerator will be 
ready by the end of the year. A preliminary design of the 
wiggler has been already done and the construction of few 
periods of a full scale prototype will be completed by the 
end of the year. 
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In this paper we have outlined the exprriment al set-up 
and the basic FEI, physics in the ELFA project. The main 
scientific goals of this project are: i) the test of thr existenct 
of the new superradiant regime of an FEL; ii) thr test of 


